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Across the nation, youth are heavily engaged with digital media. While some argue that these interactions distract attention away from traditional academic learning and negatively impact student performance, others see digital media as a new frontier for learning to be harnessed; the use of digital media can support an expanded and more contemporary view of the learning goals necessary for successful citizenship in the 21st century. Among these new goals are learning and innovation skills; information, media, and technology skills; life and career skills; and content around core subjects. ¹

On the vanguard is YOUmedia Chicago, a digital learning initiative that aims to build on teens’ interest in and use of digital media to support these deeper learning goals. Sponsored by the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, YOUmedia is implementing ideas that grew out of research supported by the foundation’s Digital Media and Learning Initiative. In turn, the foundation is sponsoring the study of YOUmedia that is the subject of this report.

To understand the frequency with which youth interact with digital media (see Box 1 for a definition of digital media and other key terms), consider this: Students in the Chicago Public Schools spend only five and one-half hours a day in school, but on average, eight to 18 year-olds in the U.S. spend seven hours and 38 minutes each day using all kinds of media.² Within this time frame, the Kaiser Family Foundation reported that young people spend an average of 1.5 hours a day on a computer and a little over one hour per day on video games.³ Despite inequities around access to broadband at home, the vast majority of American youth have daily access to the Internet, with some minority populations gaining their access at libraries.⁴ Beyond popular images of youth obsessively updating social networking pages or engrossed in online gaming worlds is a reality where teens also use the technologies of digital media to create. A recent Pew survey reported that 57 percent of youth who use digital media produce blogs, websites, art, stories, videos, or remixes.⁵

Researchers theorize that interacting with digital media can provide significant motivation for youth to participate, create and become active learners.⁶ By allowing youth to directly create, share, revise, and publish their own work, digital media stands to influence learning in ways textbooks, lectures and older generations of technology can not. Digital media shifts the dominant form of content broadcast from a few collective entities disseminating content toward a single audience—think traditional television and radio—to multiple individuals and collectivities sending content to multiple audiences.⁷ Thus, with digital media, the relationships between producer, broadcaster, and audience are multidirectional. The modality of these interactions and the ease with which people can now publish their own work and comment on others’ work creates opportunities for teens to be active producers of media rather than confining their role to passive consumers of it.⁸

The freedom to publicly broadcast original and shared content simultaneously to many people also allows producers to receive timely feedback and critique at various stages of their work. Theory suggests that engaging in such feedback loops may support active learning as youth
undertake an iterative process of revising their work. By capitalizing on the ways in which youth are already using digital media, educators have the chance to support them in learning to critically think through obstacles that may arise as they produce and publish original work. This iterative process of incorporating feedback and critique into their products and improving on their work also provides an opportunity for youth to develop self-expression and self-efficacy as they learn how to set and achieve their own goals.

Currently, the learning that takes place around the use digital media appears to be largely organic, arising serendipitously online and through collaborations with friends. However, with the ample learning opportunities presented by the use of digital media, it is also apparent that there exists a need to teach youth how to be literate consumers of media products as well as how to effectively use digital media tools. Developing these digital literacies in high school is becoming more essential to preparing students for a future that promises to be increasingly complex, dominated by multi-dimensional layers of digital technologies and formats.

Recognizing this need, the National Assessment of Educational Progress will in 2012 begin administering an assessment of technological literacy to fourth-, eighth-, and twelfth-graders. This nationwide push to accelerate digital literacy is one aspect of a larger mission to equip young people with the 21st century skills. Furthermore, in recent speeches, President Barack Obama has called particular attention to opportunities to develop these life-long skills in settings beyond the classroom walls.9,10

In keeping with these trends, in 2009, the Chicago Public Library, with support from the MacArthur Foundation, stepped into the digital learning arena to launch YOUmedia, an experiment in providing useful and engaging learning experiences for high school teens through access to new and traditional media.

YOUmedia is both a specially designed physical space located at the Harold Washington Library in downtown Chicago, and an intentionally designed online space. In both YOUmedia environments, teens can pursue their own interests while developing digital and traditional media skills in ways that are substantively different from the experiences typically afforded to them by their schools or other public institutions. At the library and on its website, high school youth can hang out with friends, and discover and pursue their interests through collaborative and solitary activities like blogging, writing and sharing poetry, playing and building electronic games, producing music and videos, and participating in book clubs. Adult staff provide guidance, instruction, support, and connections to resources. Projects promote cooperation and community awareness. Special events open the door for youth to collaborate and learn from recognized artists, authors, and experts. Youth can also perform and share their work. As one observer said, “YOUmedia is loud, sociable, and hip – but it’s still all about the public mission of the library to serve as a point of access to culture, information and media of the day.” …”11

YOUmedia is the subject of a three-year research study by the Consortium on Chicago School Research (CCSR) at the University of Chicago, funded by the MacArthur Foundation. This first report is a snapshot in time of this evolving program. Rather than a presentation of year one findings, this first look at YOUmedia introduces the project to a wider audience of educators, researchers, and funders by capturing the experiences of teen and adult participants and assessing the early lessons of those experiences that are relevant to future implementation. Some of these early observations include:
• Shifts in the project’s initial theory of action to further emphasize the important role of relationships, both among youth and between youth and adult mentors, in engaging youth more effectively around learning goals when they use digital media.

• The role that flexibility and fluidity plays in providing youth with relevant experiences and supporting their learning in meaningful ways.

• The emergence of new communities of youth within YOUmedia who are organized around shared interests that hold promise for motivating youth to learn critical skills.

• Challenges around balancing a youth-driven approach with an adult agenda for learning.

This report on YOUmedia is part of a larger study of Chicago middle and high school students’ experiences with digital media and how these experiences may influence their development. The goal here is to understand the conception and roll-out of YOUmedia, and then begin to examine the relationships between students’ work with digital media and their attitudes, behaviors, habits, and learning. CCSR researchers will explore these and other research questions through student responses to its biennial district-wide survey and students’ school records, and through observations and surveys of and interviews with YOUmedia participants. The ultimate purpose is to develop a better understanding of how digital media can be leveraged to meet traditional and new learning goals.

YOUmedia is the first of its kind, but more centers are on the way. President Obama recently announced that the Institute of Museum and Library Services and the MacArthur Foundation will fund the creation of 30 more YOUmedia centers across the country. Additionally, the Chicago Public Libraries will soon open three new YOUmedia centers in branches across the city. Observations and implications noted in this study will be relevant to those wishing to understand teen learning outside of schools as well as to diverse organizations that are considering or planning to roll out YOUmedia sites of their own in the future.

--------------------------BEGINNING OF BOX 1--------------------------

Definitions

**Digital media.** “Those technologies that allow users to create new forms of interaction, expression, communication, and entertainment in a digital format.”

**Digital media literacy.** There are various definitions of technological and digital literacy, but we define digital media literacy based on the outcomes outlined by the 21st Century Partnership. Digital media literacy encompasses three aspects: information literacy; media literacy; and information, communications, and technology (ICT) literacy. Information literacy captures the ability to access, evaluate, and use information effectively for an issue or problem at hand. Media literacy is the ability to both critically analyze media messages and understand and utilize appropriate media creation tools, taking into account a diverse, multicultural society. Lastly, ICT literacy is the ability to use technology as a tool to research, organize, evaluate, and communicate information. In addition it encompasses using digital tools (computers, PDAs, media players, GPS, etc.), networking tools and social networks appropriately to access, manage, integrate, evaluate and create information to successfully function in a knowledge economy.
Facebook. A social networking service that allows people to message and chat with each other, tag others in their photos, comment on others’ pictures and videos, and play multi-user games.

GarageBand. A software program that allows users to create music or podcasts.

manga. A type of Japanese comic or print cartoon.

MPC player. Music Production Center, a production tool that allows users to create “beats” and songs by sequencing existing rhythm tracks and instrumental audio as well as importing audio files (e.g., samples).

ProTools. A software program, widely used by professionals, that allows for digital music editing and production.

RockBand. A music video game that allows players to use instrument-like controllers to simulate playing popular songs. The “band” can be up to four people, including a vocalist, lead guitarist, bass guitarist, and drummer.

WHAT IS YOUmedia CHICAGO?

YOUmedia is a learning space for teens that combines the expertise and resources of the Chicago Public Library (CPL) and the Digital Youth Network (DYN), a digital media literacy program that provides in-school and out-of-school learning opportunities. YOUmedia’s learning environment is comprised of a physical location and an online space for teens to interact with traditional and digital media. Months of planning and development by the MacArthur Foundation, CPL, DYN, and other strategic partners led to YOUmedia opening a physical location and an online space in summer 2009 (see Boxes 2 and 3 for information on the partnership behind YOUmedia).

Design of YOUmedia’s Physical Space

YOUmedia’s design team imagined a physical space that was accessible, attractive, and engaging to teens. Housed in CPL’s main branch, the Harold Washington Library, YOUmedia occupies a 5,500 square foot space on the ground floor of the library, making it visible to passersby. Located in Chicago’s Loop, YOUmedia faces Chicago’s historic State Street, which features a mix of retail stores, restaurants, public institutions, and colleges and universities. YOUmedia also sits along several public transportation routes that provide accessible travel to YOUmedia from Chicago’s neighborhoods.

This space, which is the first space ever in any CPL branch to be dedicated to teens, is an instantiation of three forms of digital media participation – “hanging out,” “messing around,” and “geeking out” – identified through research conducted by Mimi Ito and her colleagues. Their three-year ethnographic project observed youth face-to-face and online to investigate the dynamics between new media, culture, and learning among young adults and teens. Comprising 23 field sites that span homes and neighborhoods, learning institutions (e.g., after-school programs), online communities and other networked sites, and interest-based groups in the United States, the study found that cultural engagement and learning are propelled as youth hang out, mess around, and geek out with digital media. YOUmedia’s design team sought to fashion a physical space that reflected these distinct forms of participation and would support learning.
“Hanging Out”
This category of participation represents those who engage in social participation with or around digital media.\textsuperscript{15} This form of participation is often friendship-driven. In the physical space, the hanging out section is defined by bright red, yellow, and green couches, cushioned rocking chairs, and plush beanbags. This space offers a place for teens to check Facebook on laptops, play games like Rock Band, and even eat while remaining on the green flooring of this space. This section also houses the majority of the library’s young adult book collection that students may browse while socializing with peers.

“Messing Around”
Teens who are “messing around” display a budding interest in digital media. This may be the result of an independent emergent interest or one driven by friendship ties. These youth tend to have particular skills around digital media that can apply to different domains. The YOUmedia “messing around” space is identified by red flooring, and also has a gaming console, plush seating, and books (mostly reference materials and Japanese comic books called manga). Unlike the “hanging out” section, this space has kiosks with PC and Mac desktops that contain production software. A studio also provides tools to produce music and other audio recordings, including a desktop computer with ProTools and GarageBand, an MPC player, a microphone and speakers, and other equipment for audio production.

“Geeking Out”
When someone is “geeking out” with digital media, their engagement stems from their interests in developing “specialized forms of expertise.” This might also include involvement with particular sub-cultures or interest-driven communities within specific domains. Designed as a more serious work space, the geeking out area at YOUmedia features moveable conference tables, dry erase boards, a SMART board, and is located far from the chatter of the hanging out space. Here, as throughout the space, teens can use laptops, cameras, and other digital equipment to make digital media products.

--------------------------BEGINNING OF BOX 2--------------------------

YOUmedia Chicago Partners

\textbf{John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation:} One of the nation’s largest independent foundations, the MacArthur Foundation provides the funding for YOUmedia Chicago as part of its larger Digital Media and Learning (DML) Initiative. This $50 million initiative, launched in 2006, seeks to understand how digital technologies are changing the way youth learn and participate in civic life. This initiative aims to help us understand how to bridge the ways in which learning and teaching occur in schools and other social institutions with how youth are learning today. For more on the DML Initiative funded by MacArthur visit: \url{http://digitallearning.macfound.org/site/c.enJKQlFiG/b.2029319/k.4E7B/About_the_Initiative.htm}.

\textbf{Chicago Public Library (CPL):} The Chicago Public Library, established in 1872, aims to provide patrons with resources that support lifelong learning. More than providing books and other texts, CPL hosts a number of community events, offers targeted services for children, adults, and other groups, and also supplies access to movies, music, and museums along with other media and activities. For more on the CPL visit \url{http://www.chipublib.org}. 
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**Digital Youth Network (DYN):** Dr. Nichole Pinkard developed this school-based digital media literacy program. In 2010 DYN will expand to include seven schools as well as a production studio on Chicago’s Southside. The program, also funded by the MacArthur Foundation, creates learning opportunities related to digital media literacy that span the school day and after school. DYN’s model of digital media literacy emphasizes production, collaboration, critique and civic engagement using digital media tools. For more on DYN visit [http://iremix.org](http://iremix.org).

**Pearson Foundation:** This charitable arm of Pearson, a multinational media conglomerate, works with non-profits and business organizations to influence learning and teaching. The Pearson Foundation is a sponsor of YOUmedia, and has helped provide programming for the site. For more information on Pearson’s support of YOUmedia, visit [http://www.pearsonfoundation.org/youth-engagement/partnerships/you-media-chicago-public-library.html](http://www.pearsonfoundation.org/youth-engagement/partnerships/you-media-chicago-public-library.html)

-----------------------END OF BOX 2-----------------------

-----------------------BEGINNING OF BOX 3-----------------------

**YOUmedia Partnership Development - Considerations for New Implementation of YOUmedia Centers**

The MacArthur Foundation gauged the interest of the Chicago Public Library (CPL) regarding the possibility of creating a library space downtown around the use of various forms of media – digital and traditional media. Having previous notions for a “teen space” in the library, CPL responded enthusiastically. Thus began the vision for an engaging digital media space for teens in the downtown location of CPL. Once CPL was on board, MacArthur took several strategic steps to guide the development of the remaining partnerships.

- **Flexibility in finding the “right” partners that build upon prior research and applied work.**
  - The funding organization thought broadly about what each organization could bring to the partnership and to the vision of YOUmedia, and considered several partners before finding the right fit.
  - The YOUmedia Chicago partnership was one that was mutually beneficial, supporting the fact that each partner has a stake in the relationship.
  - YOUmedia Chicago was fashioned after both DYN’s approach to teaching digital media literacy, and research by Mizuko Ito and colleagues.\(^{16,17}\) This research helped to provide a framework that merged the approaches of CPL, which provides an informal setting, with DYN’s more structured learning environment.

- **Building on prior relationships and developing confidence in a new, merged vision**
  - YOUmedia Chicago brought together people and organizations that had prior experience working together.
  - Prior to the opening of YOUmedia Chicago, CPL and DYN engaged in a pilot period during which the organizations worked together to offer activities to a small group of teens in limited space. Seeing success under these minimal conditions developed a shared conviction that their larger venture would be successful.

- **Commitment to Innovation and Redefining Existing Boundaries**
As the YOUmedia Chicago partnership merged the diverse expertise of each partner organization, all partners involved were willing to depart from existing organizational paradigms and redefine their boundaries. New partnerships require that each institution meld into the broader vision. In YOUmedia Chicago, examples include:

- CPL re-imagined a number of permissible activities, such as eating and drinking in the library, the volume at which people talked and listened to audio, rules around storing belongings in lockers, and even how to place books and other printed text throughout the new space.

- DYN was also pushed to reframe their existing ideas of the role of adults in the space. DYN’s after-school model, students participated in a session or class where an adult worked with them around a set of objectives; however, participants who are voluntarily in a public space are free to simply hang out. DYN mentors were now charged with a different role.

(See Appendix A for further descriptions of these negotiations.)

-----------------------------------END OF BOX 3-----------------------------------

Intentional Design of YOUmedia Online

In contrast to the physical space, YOUmedia has an online presence which is accessible 24 hours a day. It is a closed social networking site (meaning that you must sign up to participate) built on a platform called Remix World, the same platform DYN uses in its programming. Like other social networks, YOUmedia online allows teens to create personal pages, join online groups, post and comment on multimedia, and message their peers. But unlike other social networks, YOUmedia online was designed with explicit pedagogical and motivational purposes. As one member of the online design team explained, YOUmedia Online intentionally uses “culture, context, and expectations” to promote learning through incentives and feedback. Teens can earn virtual currency called “Remix dollars” as rewards for posting original content and posting feedback on the work of others. They can then use their Remix dollars to purchase USB flash drives, Borders and iTunes gift cards, iPods, Beatles Rock Band, Akai synthesizers, and other items. The feedback system – encompassing opportunities for open comments and a rating system – was designed to encourage and improve production, and therefore extend learning opportunities. In this first year of our research, we had limited access to log-in data from the online site. However, we plan on incorporating data from online usage in the upcoming years.

YOUmedia AS INITIALLY CONCEPTUALIZED AND THEN REALIZED

Initial Theory and Intended Outcomes

This physical and online design reflects the broad consensus YOUmedia’s founding partners reached regarding their vision for this new organization. As they worked through the logistical details of building a new kind of organizational and programmatic entity, these partners identified mechanisms through which they thought YOUmedia would accomplish a set of generally agreed-upon goals. The research team captured much of this early vision through retrospective interviews with leaders of all three organizations. From these interviews, CCSR has developed a representation of their theory of action. Figure 1 below depicts the main pieces of this initial theory: Youth having access to a space embedded in a social environment would
provide opportunities for interest-driven interaction. Participation, performance, and production would then mediate how these interactions led to enhanced learning.

Leadership envisioned that the impact of YOUmedia would begin with providing youth access to purposefully-designed physical and online spaces. Relying on research suggesting that the majority of teens “hang out” with technology, the configuration of furniture, technology, and youth-centered resources into distinct participation spaces (i.e., “hanging out,” “messing around,” and “geeking out”) was intended to encourage young people to engage with digital media in formal and informal ways while moving those less seriously engaged towards more serious forms of participation with technology. The ultimate goal was for them to produce their own digital media products. In short, although it was not directly measured by the program, the desired outcome was to move a portion of interested youth towards “geeking out” with digital media, knowing that not all teens would be as committed to moving in that direction. The online space was meant to extend what occurred in the physical space and to provide other forms of motivation for students to collaborate on projects, present work publicly, and critique digital media. As a whole, YOUmedia was viewed as a new kind of social environment that would encourage youth to move from a point of casual – and perhaps serendipitous – exploration of interests towards more serious and sustained engagement in new forms of learning.

Designers thought that the motivation for youth to move towards deeper pursuits would be social in nature. Building from an understanding of teens as highly social and driven by friendships and interests, YOUmedia was intended to be a place where curiosity would be sparked simply by being there. This would occur on two levels. First, access to traditional and new media resources would enable youth to participate in activities that were meaningful and relevant to them. Second, given the social nature of the space, YOUmedia would provide a context for teens to observe and interact with more experienced peers; this would, in turn, motivate teens to try something new, including production and performance activities.

Ultimately, the designers of YOUmedia hoped that access to media within a social context would provide wide-ranging benefits to participants, not just how to use the media. However, it was difficult for leadership to define those outcomes as discrete goals. Overall, goals conveyed by all leadership members were broad, learning-based ideas. When asked to articulate their desired goals, leadership members offered the following:

“We can talk about [goals] kind of as intangibles to some extent, but really are kind of still core skills, so, we can say that this kid is really investing time and really exploring, learning how to express himself in different ways, learning the tool[s]… Being able to adapt to different ways to communicate, ways to explore, ways to research, ways to express yourself. These are very key skills when you now are in much more of a media-driven, and reliant, society.”
“[One] outcome that I hope comes out of it is this understanding that you learn for a lifetime – you don’t stop learning when school ends and that life is made of second chances and third chances and just because you have an interest and you don’t see a path for yourself there is a path somewhere and we’re happy to help facilitate that.”

– DYN leadership

“[Among other things] it’s about showing up, it’s about being part of a community, it’s about follow-through, it’s about caring about something that isn’t obligatory, it’s about writing for peers. … There’s a whole set of cultural capital that the mentors [can help] the kids pick up.”

– CPL leadership

While these responses represent the broader learning goals leadership envisioned for teens participating in YOUmedia, other outcomes were mentioned as well. For example, one additional goal was to build teens’ confidence and sense of self-efficacy through the mastery of new skills, exposure to creating their own work, and the ability to teach other teens about digital media. Another articulated goal was to increase traditional and digital literacy. Finally, ancillary goals included increasing the use of the library as a space for learning, fostering critical thinking skills and 21st Century skills, and developing critical and educated consumers of media.

YOUmedia as Observed

Although it is important to understand the theory of action and goals underlying YOUmedia, CCSR was also charged with conducting independent research to develop a clear understanding of how YOUmedia actually developed over time. The research team visited YOUmedia several times a week over a nine-month period to observe activities and informally interview teens and staff members, accumulating more than 130 hours of observation. Near the end of the school year, the team conducted formal interviews with 20 teens who visited the physical location and 15 interviews with all in-space staff members, including mentors and librarians, as well as several security personnel (see Appendix B for data collection methods); we also conducted a focus group of stakeholders in the late summer to comment on our emergent findings. Based on our analysis of all of these data, we developed a model to capture the first year’s implementation and to explore any possible differences between this analytic model and the initial model as theorized by the founders.

Figure 2 shows the model based on our observations. The main elements of the initial theory are still included: youth have access to physical space in which to hang out, mess around, and geek out, supported by an online community; there are interest-driven interactions between adults and teens and among teens; and there is individual growth. The theorized mechanisms—a social environment, where teens are encouraged to participate, perform, and produce – are also evident. However, our observed model notes additional layers of detail, complexity, and nuance. In particular, it highlights the interactive, responsive, and dynamic nature of the environment and the crucial role of both peer-to-peer and staff-to-youth relationships, all of which feed into a learning cycle rather than a linear process of learning. In the sections below we describe the components outlined in Figure 2 more fully.
INSIDE THE YOUmedia SPACE: YOUTH AND STAFF

The intentional design of YOUmedia structured the social context for learning, while the actions and interactions of teens and staff members motivated learning and engagement. Yet, the question of exactly who would populate YOUmedia was left largely unstated. YOUmedia was simply open to high-school aged teens. Less of an uncertainty was the desired skill sets and knowledge of staff members who would guide YOUmedia’s learning environment. This section relies on evidence from the first year of YOUmedia to understand who visits YOUmedia and the role of staff members – a mix of CPL librarians and DYN mentors – in sustaining this participation.
YOUTH: Discovering YOUmedia and Participating in the Program

The mechanisms for attracting youth to the space were not articulated in the initial theory of action, and YOUmedia did not make any specific attempts to recruit youth from particular areas, schools, or backgrounds. Instead, chance sightings and word of mouth appeared to be the major ways in which youth discovered YOUmedia. In formal and informal interviews, teens described learning about YOUmedia through friends, parents, and teachers. Others were intentionally seeking out resources – either at the library or elsewhere in Chicago – in an effort to pursue a specific interest, and found that YOUmedia had tools or workshops that supported those interests. Another group simply stumbled upon YOUmedia as they walked around downtown.

“I told one of my friends who raps. ... He said that he was going downtown to this library but he was going upstairs to the second floor to get on the computer and do some research. I told him that he could come to this space, do his project, and then he could go in the recording studio ... ‘cause he raps with his brother.”

-Youth #2

“I heard about the library location through the website. I basically just kind of researched poetry [online] ’cause that’s what I do. And so I wanted to see if there were any upcoming poetry events [at YOUmedia]... if they had anything like that for teens.”

-Youth #17

Once people began discovering YOUmedia, youth from all over the city began to visit. Program designers imagined YOUmedia’s downtown location as an advantage, and for many, YOUmedia was easily and centrally located. However, some teens, particularly those from the far South and West sides of Chicago reported that the distance was a barrier to more frequent YOUmedia visits. These teens described lacking fare for public transportation or other forms of transportation, making it more difficult to travel to YOUmedia regularly.

“It is a long ways to travel from my house. But if I have a bus card, then I’m up here as much as possible. It was a couple of weeks I came everyday ‘cause I had a seven-day [bus pass]. ...If I could come everyday, I would.”

-Youth #10

Teens who regularly visited the space described YOUmedia as a “safe” space to hang out where they had the opportunities to develop and learn through self-expression.

“[It’s] a gathering space for teens to come together. Like, they can be just something educational and not just hang around in the streets. Read a book. Or just hang out together. And I think it’s like a good safe environment for that.”

-Youth #13

“[YOUmedia] help[s] kids get their creative side out. Keep people off the streets. You know, just a general place for people to hang where they don’t have to worry about adults being all in their face or somebody being on some other stuff. It’s just a chill spot where you can get stuff done.”

-Youth #10
**Youth Participation**

Despite its idiosyncratic approach to recruitment, evidence suggests that participation increased throughout the first year. While teens are free to enter the space and hang out, staff members encouraged youth to complete registration forms. Youth were also required to complete a registration form in order to participate online. In Year 1, however, there was no official process for collecting walk-in data – even among those who had registered. Nonetheless, registration data reflect a constant increase in participation from its opening to the close of its first year (see Figure 4). Between October 2009 and August 2010, 1,593 teens registered for YOUmedia. Of those who reported demographic information, 53 percent were female and 47 percent were male, and the majority of those who reported race were African American (64 percent). These numbers are similar to the overall Chicago Public School student population, which was 50 percent male and 45 percent African American during the 2009-10 school year.

The graph below shows the progressive increase in total registration numbers from December 2009 through August 2010. From staff, we know that attendance patterns varied weekly and seasonally; students from a nearby school dominated the population during the week while students from further locations visited more on weekends and during the summer.

![Figure 3. YOUmedia registration numbers](image)

Though staff did not systematically track participation, interviews and observations did reveal particular patterns. Most pronounced is that at any given time the majority of teens were located in the “hanging out” space. Observations, for instance, depict the majority of teens playing video games, talking with friends, or checking Facebook pages. As one of the ultimate goals of YOUmedia was to encourage youth to move towards “geeking out” with digital media, staff members also reported that a substantial number of these “hanging out” teens also engaged in “geekier” YOUmedia activities at other points in time by attending workshops, messing around with tools, creating digital media artifacts, posting those artifacts, and commenting in the online space. As we discuss later, for those who did not engage in geeking out with media, “hanging out” and “messing around” did provide entry points for staff and peers to engage youth around particular interests in an effort to encourage development and learning.

Given the voluntary nature of the space, teens could also limit their participation to specific projects. For instance, teens who visited YOUmedia through school groups appeared only a few
times in the space to participate in a specific project. Alternatively, there were teens who participated exclusively or primarily with YOUmedia through the online space. Staff members explained that the teens who participated primarily online faced transportation issues or wanted a space to broadcast their work.

**STAFF: Overlapping and Complementary Expertise**

At its inception, leadership believed that having knowledgeable adults to guide youth participation was a critical piece of the YOUmedia structure. Staff, which included both librarians and DYN mentors, possessed specific expertise related either to libraries or digital media. In addition to these skills sets, we found that staff members had also spent time working in learning environments such as libraries or schools, or in the professional media world. For instance, one staff member held a Bachelor’s degree in film studies and a Master’s degree in library science with a concentration in educational gaming. Another staff member was a long-time poet, a professional photographer, and had worked in numerous school settings. Complementing these formal credentials was an informal use and interest in digital media. All staff reported utilizing technology in ways comparable to teen engagement – a practical knowledge base that was put to daily use in working with the teens.

Each staff member held roles that were specific to their organization. One CPL staff member, for example, described responsibilities that included duties specific to maintaining the library, such as scanning in or checking out books, providing new library cards, and helping with collection development. Meanwhile, DYN mentors described their work in developing YOUmedia programming within the space and supporting the use of digital media tools. These distinctions were less salient in observations and interviews, in part because much of this division dealt with behind the scenes work. All staff members, however, explicitly identified working with teens and supporting their development as their primary responsibility. As one staff member said, “That’s what this whole job entails, working with teens.” Another noted how this shared purpose sometimes blurred the roles between mentors and librarians:

> “Librarians do have kind of a mentorship role with the teens. And … I feel like the mentors also have kind of a librarian relationship with the teens, too, in terms of recommending books and helping them with the collection. [I’m] not sure the kids know the distinction between librarian and mentor.”

-Staff Member

*Establishing and Maintaining Boundaries in a Youth-Driven Space*

Although, the imagined social environment of YOUmedia was articulated as one where youth interests would motivate learning, staff members worked to establish and enforce rules in order to make the space work productively. Thus, while staff members were attentive to teen interests and ideas, there were limitations in how teens could interact in the space.

YOUmedia had formal policies posted in the library location and online, outlining how to access resources and how to conduct oneself appropriately when at YOUmedia. Staff members also imposed ad-hoc rules and guidelines around profanity, derogatory or violent imagery, and other acts that threatened the safe conditions of the space. In talking about someone who was posting songs with derogatory lyrics, one staff member said:
“I had to keep telling him, ‘Man, that’s not the message you’re trying to put out. … Put something with a better, like, positive [spin].’ I started noticing he started cleaning up his act a little bit.”

-Staff Member

There was little outright resistance from teens during YOUmedia’s first year, but rules did serve as a filtering process for determining which youth remained in the space over time.

“[At one point] we [had] like, disruptions. … That kind of phased out when certain policies were put in place – like you have to put things in a locker. They realized that this isn’t just like, a free-for-all. There are security [officers] here [that] are paying attention. You do have to lock your stuff up. You can’t cuss. You do have to take off your hat. You do have to put your coat away. And then, those people who really wanted to be here, and wanted to be a part of that creative and productive community, those are the students who stayed.”

-Staff Member

Yet, staff remained flexible about the rules, reevaluating them regularly to respond to how teens used the space. For example, a set of rules was formed around the use of audio production equipment. These rules emerged in response to the popularity of this equipment among novice users; being novices, they lacked the necessary skills to properly use these tools, frequently damaging this equipment (e.g., turntable needles). So, staff developed a certification process for using this equipment to reduce damages. The flexibility and reflexivity around rules meant that staff could continue to maintain a safe and functional environment, even as the use of the space evolved.

**ACTIVITIES AND RESOURCES THAT SUPPORT YOUTH CREATIVITY**

As staff maintained the safety of the space, they also structured the environment as one where youth felt comfortable learning and expressing themselves. Staff members organized workshops, special events, and other planned or structured activities as well as provided unstructured time and space for teens to explore digital media. Both these structured and unstructured activities relied on the existence of resources.

**Learning and Production through Structured and Unstructured Interest-driven Activities**

In its first year, staff members organized more formal activities like workshops, competitions, and special events that included performances, author visits, and projects. With students being out of school, program leaders and staff members used summer vacation as an opportunity to introduce new structured activities. (See Appendix C for a full list of structured activities during the 2009-2010 year.)

While structured activities provided a formal entry point to learning, the space also allowed for a number of unstructured activities, particularly around teens who were “hanging out” or “messing around” in the space. Through these unstructured activities, teens produced videos, songs, and poems. At times, teens independently created these projects, but teens also accessed staff members to support the development and creation of these projects. The range of activities offered afforded youth with choices and opportunities that, when identified, matched their personal interests.
Having the Right Resources to Support Creative Production

A key to motivating youth to take part in these structured and unstructured activities was the availability of resources. In its first year, YOUmedia provided youth with a range of tangible resources such as books, computers, cameras, creation software, and a recording studio. In addition, teens could also access the knowledge and guidance provided by mentors, librarians, and peers. Lastly, the physical space of YOUmedia served as a resource. One teen describes feeling impressed in a first encounter with YOUmedia’s expansive space:

“The first time I came in, I was really surprised. It’s a really large space for a library. … This is a large space for just teens. And then, looking around as someone who uses technology, I was [like] ‘Wow, this is some cool stuff here’. It’s really vibrant in here. … It just looked like a really cool place.”

- Youth #11

While access to traditional and digital media resources was an explicit component of YOUmedia and an attraction for some teens, there were limitations to the type of resources available to the space. For instance, program leaders made the decision to use Web-based programs (e.g., Google Docs and Aviary’s suite of production tools) over more popular licensed software. Such programs are often free or less expensive than software with exclusivity rights. These programs not only have reduced costs but also eliminate storage concerns since documents are stored online, and do not require regular updates that installed software requires. However, limiting use to these software programs also meant that youth did not have access to key resources – software that was commonly used for particular types of creation and production.

Youth-Created Digital Media Products

Through this engagement with a range of traditional and digital resources, interested teens learned how to use new technologies and created original digital media artifacts. This process of creation supported further development of digital-specific skills and problem-solving skills as individuals encountered and overcame production-related barriers – explicit intended outcomes for YOUmedia developers.22 Many products were the result of collaborative work, and improvements were made through iterative processes as teens received critique from each other and revised their artifacts to reflect this feedback.

Like other artistic or communicative products, these artifacts provided an outlet for youth to express ideas, experiences, and viewpoints to entertain, inform, and persuade others. Examples of artifacts include podcasts of game reviews, poetry, original songs inspired by contemporary literature, how-to videos using sign language and “webisodes” exploring a range of topics relevant to teens. (For examples of past products, visit YOUmedia’s Featured Media site at http://youmediachicago.org/featured_contents.) The quotes below display student reflections on their creations, and show how YOUmedia gave them opportunities for collaboration and creativity.

[In a group focused on women and media]: “We wrote a story about an issue in society or in our lives personally. We turned that into a movie. But it's not just like reporting. It's more like taking pictures and putting them together in like, stop motion. …It’s like a short film.”

- Youth #22

“A project I did with [another teen]. He’s a rapper. … I co-engineered this particular project, and I also sang on it. …It was an inspirational song. And he rapped on it and I sang the
And it was just a wonderful experience. Like, just me having the flexibility and freedom to be able to write my verse and sing my chorus. It really meant something to me. And being able to engineer it and make it sound wonderful.”

-Youth #12

UNEXPECTED PIECES: WHAT MADE YOUmedia WORK?

Thus far, we have described a program that is similar to that which leadership anticipated. The original theory of action (Figure 1) highlighted the need for interest-driven interactions with mentors and peers that would lead to creative production. We found, however, that two aspects of YOUmedia were more nuanced than originally envisioned – relationships and responsiveness.

It was initially thought that just “being in the space” would prompt curiosity to motivate participation and seek out resources, including staff member expertise, to learn and create. But, we found, and staff members confirmed, that teens did not automatically link personal interests with the traditional and digital resources YOUmedia offered. Developing relationships, therefore, was a necessary component to understanding youth needs: It allowed staff members to learn about teen interests and connect those interests with existing activities. Given the relationships that formed, staff members were also able to be appropriately responsive to the interests and needs of the teens in the space. This responsiveness afforded staff members with the ability to strategically create opportunities that aligned with the ways in which youth were interacting with YOUmedia.

These components – relationship-building and responsiveness – seem to distinguish YOUmedia from many other learning programs, which are designed by adults with little opportunity for teens to partake in their development. This section describes the ways in which staff deliberately thought about developing relationships with participating teens and how flexible and responsive they were to ever-changing conditions, particularly as different youths entered into YOUmedia with different needs.

Building Relationships

As youth were participating in activities, commonly unstructured “hanging out” activities, staff members intentionally developed relationships by taking interest in teen hobbies and encouraged learning by making relevant suggestions about activities. More experienced or interest-driven youth also did the same. These developing relationships seemed to further encourage participation, learning, creative thinking, and original digital production.

Youth-Staff Relationships

The initial vision of YOUmedia called for interactions between youth and mentors, but researchers observed a type of intentional relationship-building that moved beyond simple support. Staff worked to get to know youth individually, and to design learning opportunities that fit with his or her specific needs. These relationships also began to create a sense of a community at YOUmedia, even though different teens might appear during different days of the week. Beyond just teaching youth through structured and unstructured activities, staff members carefully and successfully identified common interests and leveraged these with teens to forge deeper personal relationships. Once staff found those connection points, teens perceived the adults as “cool,” and appreciated the expertise each staff member had to offer. The following quotes illustrate, from teens’ perspectives, how they viewed the staff and the kinds of relationships that formed.
Interviewer: What do you like best [about YOUmedia]?
Respondent: The staff.

- Youth #4

“We [a staff member and I] have this inside joke now that only me, him, and [another staff member] knows. One day these kids were playing a game. They were in the middle of it, and they’d been going – doing this for like 5 minutes. … They were like ‘We’re almost there. We’re almost there.’ He was like, ‘Hey guys, there’s 5 minutes left [until we close]’. And he pressed the button and it went off … like doooosh! Now, every time we see each other, it’s just like – we just go into it for no reason – just like, ‘Hey guys there’s 5 minutes left. You don’t have to – doooosh.’ It’s hilarious.”

- Youth 2

“I’ve seen the librarians actually sitting down with [teens] – and really helping the students. … I’ve seen the mentors actually, you know, teaching – teaching as a teacher in an actual school building should do. So, it’s a space for teens to really just get help or just get relief. Come in and get reprieve.”

- Youth #12

Staff attention to teen interest and activities ultimately supported participation and production, including activities youth were involved in outside the space:

“‘There’s a young lady who came in with an outside event and was signed up to the social network and then I would see her posting different things – different drawings, photographs, whatever. And just after commenting for awhile, I was like, ‘Hey, you know, I teach this design workshop. You should come out and check it out. … And she did.’”

-Staff Member

“I’m amazed how much they follow-up on my recommendations. Especially games. Like I will recommend the – I love dorky, weird adventure games that most mainstream gamers do not play. But they’ve … actually gone home and played the games I recommend.”

-Staff Member

Peer-to-Peer Relationships

In addition to these developing relationships between youth and staff, there were two types of peer-to-peer relationships at YOUmedia: existing friendships that influenced awareness of and engagement with YOUmedia and new peer relationships forged through YOUmedia participation.

Friends expanded the experiences of other teens by motivating exploration and production. At times, teens would encourage other friends to join a workshop they were attending or suggest YOUmedia as a space to further develop their already-existing interests.

“My friend pulled me in [to a workshop] and was all like, ‘You should be here. … I was just there to check it out.’ I visited the tech portion of it [the workshop] – not really the gaming but researching. And, you know, that’s when I started playing a little bit more games.”

-Youth #22
Alternatively, sometimes teens limited their exposure of YOUmedia to others in their peer networks – several teens described how they restricted whom they talked to about YOUmedia in order to reduce disruption in the space.

“[I have purposely not told] the people in my neighborhood that are gang-affiliated [about YOUmedia]. Because I know that the mentors here – they don’t want to have any stir. The security officers – they don’t want to have trouble here. … I don’t wanna be the cause of the trouble for them being here and stirring up trouble.”

-Youth #20

Teens also forged new relationships, which expanded their social networks and motivated further exploration and learning. Observations and interviews contain instances of collaboration and critique in which new peer relationships supported production knowledge and skills, moving youth from being consumers of digital media to being creators with digital media. One teen describes how an interaction with a teen he did not know led to the creation of a new song:

“Yesterday I came in. I went into the studio. I wasn’t really feeling a song coming out of my heart. I wasn’t feeling a beat coming out of my hands. … I went out and I started looking around. And it just so happened that there was a young lady sitting at the piano outside the studio, playing. And it seemed that she was singing along. I couldn’t really hear it, but I approached her and I asked her if she wanted to come into the studio. And she said yes. And so I asked her what does she do? She said she sings and plays the piano. … I just got to know her. … She told me that she had a song that she really wanted to get out. And so, what I did with her is, we engineered a beat from scratch. We made her song go from nothingness – just in her head – into a full-fledged production. She recorded that song and took it home and played it for her friends.”

-Youth #12

**Responsive Design and Teaching**

Because of the initial relationships that they developed with teens in the first few months, mentors and librarians quickly realized the need to be even more responsive to YOUmedia participants. With the ever-changing dynamic of who visited the space, the librarians and mentors were well-aware that the environment would never be static. Their answer was to respond to those changes flexibly, while continuing to maintain a safe and productive culture of learning and expression.

One example of this flexibility concerned the structured workshops, which were intended to provide an ongoing opportunity for teens to explore their interests while also building skills and knowledge. However, about three months after YOUmedia’s inception, staff noticed that teens were reluctant to attend workshops.

“[We would] go out and kind of try to recruit an audience for that [the workshop] by just walking around making the announcement. ‘Hey, this workshop is about to start. And this workshop is about to start.’ They [the teens] didn’t care.”

-Staff Member

Because youth saw them as “cool” collaborators, mentors were able to approach teens and inquire about the kinds of activities they would be most interested in. In response to teens’ replies, staff began to intentionally build workshops and other structured activities around teen
interests. Staff also reflected on their experiences with the group, realizing that they would need to move away from an adult-structured model of teaching to one that was more interactive and amenable to teen interests. One staff described her change in workshop design after contemplating what would benefit the teens the most:

“They didn’t want to write the [game] review because it felt like homework. So, I [thought] how do I make this easier? Because the whole idea behind the workshop was that if they think critically about what they’re playing, then we kind of take the game playing experience to another level. They start to understand games, think critically about them, break them down, and they’ll be better game players. And it will help them if they move into game design, because they’ll know the elements of the game. … So in January I decided to just throw out the blog part of it and switch to podcast. They’re really comfortable talking about games, not necessarily writing at this point, so I decided to do the podcast as a way to make it easier for them to have that conversation and think critically about games.”

-Staff Member

Instead of running workshops that provided direct skill instruction that resulted in projects, staff members began to offer workshops where teens could create, design, build, and invent through projects. Much like other forms of project-based learning, staff members observed teens throughout the creative process to find moments when they could teach new skills, knowledge, and production processes. Teens typically asked questions during the production process and staff members capitalized on these opportunities to demonstrate techniques, creating a context of collaborative learning, rather than more formal demonstrations.

With the large number of teens spending time “hanging out” and “messing around,” there were also ample opportunities for informal learning to take place. Because of the relationships that staff developed with teens and the flexible way they approached teaching and learning, they began to actively identify unplanned opportunities for development and support. In this way, staff seized upon learning moments that arose as teens were messing around with various digital media or hanging out with friends. Below is an example of a staff member taking advantage of a non-structured activity to encourage further participation:

“The first day [I came here] I was kinda just like pressing the [piano] keys and stuff – just playing around. But then like, [a staff member] showed me this song. It was called “Requiem for a Dream.”... I played the guitar and the way I play is by looking at other people play. And so I play by ear, too, so just hearing and seeing. It’s just how I learn. So I went on the Internet and watched someone while they played it. And that’s really how I picked up on that.”

-Youth #2

TOWARDS THE OUTCOMES: A DYNAMIC LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

The combination of relationship-building and responsiveness of the staff motivated and sustained involvement and production at YOUmedia, creating a dynamic learning environment for participating teens. We have shown that staff members were intentional about building relationships with and between teens around their interests. We also outlined the ways in which staff members used teen interests and preferences to design and re-design YOUmedia’s learning opportunities. This flexible and responsive stance that staff members assumed, observable not only in the structured activities but also in unstructured activities and rules, encouraged and
provided youth with the opportunity to take ownership of their digital media products. We find evidence that this kind of engagement encouraged further participation. Concretely, we found that youth were encouraged to participate in new activities, collaborate with others, “mess around” and “geek out” with more advanced production software, and expand their social networks. We argue that the growth that occurred at YOUmedia was the result of teen embeddedness in a cyclical process of learning that was motivated by access to staff, other teens, and digital media and its tools. It is important to note that not all teens experienced YOUmedia in the same way. Many of the teens we observed and interviewed were content with “hanging out” either with the media or with their friends. One of the limitations of this year one study is investigating individual student growth over time. Yet, observations and interviews with program members, including teens, provide evidence of the growth and development for teens locked into the previously described cycle of learning.

For teens who collaborated with others, this engagement spurred additional interest and learning. Such learning-through-collaboration was consistent with some of the diffuse learning goals articulated by project leaders. The process of collaboration helped teens learn how to be part of a community, while simultaneously supporting individual growth as they become educated consumers of each other’s work.

“The fact that they’re willing to engage in projects here that engage them in their own community is a success. The fact that they’re willing to collaborate with others on everything as simple as playing a chess game to creating a very, very interesting and complicated video with music, etcetera, that to me is a success.”

-CPL Leadership

Another articulated goal was to move teens from “hanging out” with digital media and/or their friends to a more engaged form of activity. By moving teens along a trajectory towards “messing around” or “geeking out” with digital media, staff and leadership hoped that teens would become creators and producers. Indeed, staff did see this movement from hanging out to messing around.

“We got the kids who were only “hanging out” to participate in workshops. And they became our top group of participating students. We learned how to take what was the biggest distraction – which were video games – and turn it into our biggest avenue for students participating in other stuff.”

-Staff Member

As staff worked to engage teens in collaboration and more serious uses of digital media, they also aimed to teach interested teens digital media production skills. These skills would then allow for further engagement as teens translated these skills into independent production – that through which teens could creatively express their own feelings about, experiences with, and perceptions of the world. One youth describes how through participation in YOUmedia, his production skills improved thus enabling growth of his own self-expression.

“First, I’ve learned how to work GarageBand in and out. And then I learned some … tricks and techniques of recording, like, some of the more intricate steps that you need to really get a good sound out of it and get good professional sound out of it. … I’ve recorded enough to make a CD really. … You can actually tell the difference between the first music [I created]. I’ve developed myself – not only my skills with the technology – but I’ve developed my vocal skills also [by] being in here so much and recording so much.”
Furthermore, YOUmedia leadership and staff observed teens experimenting and expanding their interests and expertise as they participated in YOUmedia activities. YOUmedia leaders, staff members, and teens started to connect this new set of skills with more traditional academic outcomes and trajectories.

“This kid likes to blog and [a staff member] said, ‘Well why don’t you start blogging about some of these games that we have?’… He moved from Rock Band to blogging and then [the staff member] was really critiquing his blogs and helping him with his writing skills. We’ve seen his writing skills really increase.”

-CPL Leadership

“Last week … I was really busy working with getting ready for college. I wouldn’t have been getting ready for this college opportunity if it had not been for YOUmedia really. … I’m going to the Art Institute for audio production. And I was not thinking about audio production eight months ago.”

-Youth #12

As depicted in the observed model (see Figure 2), adults in the space built and supported the development of relationships, which in turn enabled them to be more responsive to teen interests. These efforts created a dynamic learning environment. Within this environment, participating youth learned skills, how to work with others, and how to develop their own sense of self-expression.

**CHALLENGES IN FIRST YEAR**

No new venture is absent of challenges. While many struggles at YOUmedia were difficult to observe outright, staff and teens reflected on aspects of YOUmedia that could be improved or were difficult to overcome. These challenges included internal organizational communication about staff roles, how to support a large audience of teens with sustained engagement over time, how to support more integrated use of the online space, and the availability and maintenance of resources.

**Organizational Communication and Support: Clarity around Roles**

The responsive model that developed over time proved to be a challenge for part-time staff members to execute. Although building relationships was a key component of YOUmedia’s success with teens, part-time staff expressed feeling challenged in translating their interests, skills, and knowledge into a format that overlapped with those of teens. Since these staff members were in the space less often than full-time staff – one to three days a week – they had fewer opportunities to observe and meet with teens to identify interests and create more responsive approaches. One staff member expressed this mismatch between him or herself and the teens:

“I guess I was doing a lot of things that people weren’t interested in, to be honest. Or at least it didn’t make sense. … I never was able to really convey [my vision].”

-Staff Member
Another important factor in YOUmedia’s success was the importance of having staff members who can be flexible. In fact, for one staff, the uncertainty of their ever-changing roles was closely connected to YOUmedia’s organic nature:

“I think there are some things that will become routine. There are some ... elements of the program that will always be new because we’re gonna get a new group of students every year. And having new kids each year is gonna present its own, fresh set of challenges and opportunities to do cool stuff.”

-Staff Member

However, as YOUmedia became more of a dynamic teaching and learning space, part-time staff members expressed confusion about changing roles and responsibilities, leading to difficulties in planning and supporting youth:

“Somehow, the expectations [for my role] have changed but it’s not clear what they are, at least that’s how I feel. I don’t know what that means.”

-Staff Member

**Supporting Sustained Use of YOUmedia**

Staff overcame the initial workshop attendance problems with a more responsive learning design to recruit teens. However, as the year progressed, a related problem – consistent attendance – emerged. The lack of steady attendance within a workshop or project further inhibited learning and production.

“Attendance is a big one [challenge] – from just getting them to show up to [retention] – not retention in the sense that they leave, but retention in the sense that there was a kid who was really involved and then he got a girlfriend. And then ... the only day [he] can hang out with [his] girlfriend is the same day as the workshop, so [he] hangs out with [his] girlfriend.”

-Staff Member

Yet as a voluntary program, YOUmedia must compete with other responsibilities and interests that compete for teen’s time and attention.

*Interviewer*: Is there anything that keeps you from visiting YOUmedia more often?

*Teen*: School and tiredness. And I just finished my ACTs so I was working up towards that. And then after – I was just so burnt out. Like, oh my God, like, going home and going to sleep.

-Youth #8

Staff members found themselves not only balancing their roles as collaborators with that of managers to help more active teens juggle these other commitments and involvement with YOUmedia. This included awareness of youth who were visiting YOUmedia when they should have been in school, and monitoring students to ensure they completed homework.

“The other challenge is making sure that the students who do start participating are still balancing their school work. We will see dips in attendance around times the grades come out. ... And then for some we do have to remind them to have homework time before they start playing a video game, before they go to the workshop. ... We just do that check-in with them.”

-Staff Member
**Encouraging Use of the Online Space**

YOUmedia created this online social space to extend opportunities for teens to interact with peers and staff beyond the confines of the library’s physical location and operating schedule. According to programmatic designers, the YOUmedia social networking site was intended to motivate and improve production with its incentive and feedback system.

Given the number of YOUmedia registrants (see Figure 3), our informal observations of the online space revealed that there was relatively low use of the site. While some teens were motivated to post their work through the incentive of Remix dollars – intended to motivate learning through improvements made in response to others’ comments – only a small number of teens reported actually commenting on the work of their peers. Other teens avoided the website altogether, sometimes admitting that they prefer to post their work on Facebook. Staff also acknowledged their own limited use of the online space, even though it was their responsibility to encourage use of the site.

*Interviewer:* And have you visited the website?

*Teen:* No. … Usually when I’m on the computer, I usually only go on to do research, Yahoo, and Facebook. And then when I come [to the physical space], I just come here.

-Youth #8

“They’re [the teens] not using the [YOUmedia] website. Getting them to use the website has been difficult. … I’m finding out a lot of them don’t wanna use it. They don’t wanna navigate through it.”

-Staff Member

In fact, not all staff members used the iRemix site as intended. As one person described, s/he focused more encouraging participation when in the physical library location of YOUmedia rather than through the online site:

“I’m more hands-off on the social network. They post their work, I give comments. It’s not me. I don’t find myself telling them, ‘Hey you should post this next.’ It’s sort of more side-to-side conversation on the social network, where we’re just talking about interests or whatever, and I’m just sort of looking at what they post, you know. I’m sure that’ll evolve to me suggesting other things but in the [library] branch, I do a little more encouraging.”

-Staff Member

**Resource Availability and Maintenance**

As discussed earlier in the report, decisions were made around which resources to provide in the space that affected how teens interacted with the space. For example, choosing free, Web-based programs over more expensive (and perhaps more preferred) licensed software led to teen frustration regarding the limited software options. In response to this dissatisfaction, staff recognized how particular operational decisions might impact their ability to attract and retain youth of particular skill levels and interests.

“I’ve seen girls leave, like a group of girls this week [said], ‘They don’t have [Microsoft] Word; we need to go.’”

-Staff Member
“I bring it [Microsoft Office] up every once in a while [with leadership] to try to push it. And, I think we actually have a better argument now because of [the new literary magazine workshop] and having more writing happening in the space.”

-Staff Member

“It’s hard to teach higher-level practices [with our resources]. We want things that are open source, that are available [but] the open source tools aren’t designed for advancement. They’re designed for entry-level projects. So, if you have students who are interested it’s hard to hook them, because we don’t have anything that we can teach them that they don’t already know how to do.”

-Staff Member

Staff also encountered challenges in teaching the basics of production because broken equipment hindered this process. While gaming console equipment and cameras were susceptible to damages, audio production equipment was the equipment that was most often in need of repair. In January, YOUmedia staff instituted a certification process for teens to use the music production equipment without the guidance of a staff member in the hopes this would stem the tide of repairs. But, this too had limitations since even certified teens were still learning and “messing around” with equipment. Items such as needles and microphones broke and needed either repair or replacement.

“We’re going to allow kids to mess around with stuff that costs $2,500 or needles that cost $65 each. And, there’s only so much I can do in the certification process ... but things happen. I mean, professionals break their needles.”

-Staff Member

New software and repairing hardware required financial resources. As one staff member explained, the issue of purchases and repairs was complicated by the fact that “we [YOUmedia] don’t qualify for any kind of discount because libraries aren’t educational institutions.”

CONCLUSION

At a time when digital media and its technologies continue to inform the ways youth socialize, play, and learn, YOUmedia has emerged in Chicago’s urban center as a digital media and learning space for teens. In this snapshot of YOUmedia’s first year, we present key elements of the program and describe its early successes and challenges. We highlight its design as a space that accommodates the dominant forms of youth participation with digital media – “hanging out”, “messing around”, and “geeking out” – and the ways in which program leaders envisioned a public, social space to intentionally support various learning pathways for teens. Lastly, program designers imagined the YOUmedia staff, which reflected the combined expertise of CPL library staff and DYN mentors, as a critical source of knowledge and other resources that would spark curiosity, build interest, and motivate creation.

Our report also addresses the observed learning processes, which help to clarify the mechanisms operating in the original theory of action. In particular, we draw attention to the role of relationships in motivating youth engagement and how staff members responded to teen interests and learning preferences to design activities. In the initial theory of action, structured activities, like workshops, provided standing opportunities for youth to increase skills and knowledge as they tinkered with digital tools and built digital media products using YOUmedia resources. Yet,
as one staff member noted, “They [the teens] didn’t care.” Mentors and librarians created a more intentional model for youth engagement by connecting with the youth both socially and by using their expert knowledge around media. Gaining a new perspective through these relationships, effective staff members adapted the design of the space, resources available, and their teaching methods to the needs of the teens.

In examining the enacted model, the evidence suggests that a new sense of community is taking shape at YOUmedia. YOUmedia is distinct in the way it attracts and engages teens and attempts to “meet youth where they are” in terms of interests and skills. It embraces the need teens have to socialize and express themselves. Physical and online spaces, offerings of traditional and new media resources, mentor-led workshops and unstructured activities, and staff roles have all been designed around the motivations and interests of today’s increasingly tech-savvy and social-networked teens. Youth are coming to know the space as one that is not like school, yet has personally meaningful ways of learning new skills and gaining new experiences (i.e., through participation, production, and performance activities).

In its implementation, YOUmedia did face challenges balancing a youth-driven approach with an adult agenda for learning. We discuss how YOUmedia staff members had to continuously develop ways to organize activities and assemble resources in order to help youth along a path of learning. Staff members also had to create and maintain an exciting, youth-centered community in the physical space and online. As other YOUmedia sites emerge across the country, they too will need to grapple with similar challenges. This report aims to foreshadow some of the decisions that leadership will need to make as these new locations open their doors.

This report and the work conducted by CCSR during YOUmedia’s first year of implementation provide an introductory overview for our upcoming research. As we continue to study YOUmedia Chicago, we expect to learn more about how this community evolves and whether youth involvement in YOUmedia has impacts on teens’ learning and development, both inside and outside of YOUmedia. To understand this, we will focus on understanding the larger Chicago context around teen digital media usage. In what ways are teens across the city of Chicago using digital media? Are there opportunities for expression through digital media in schools? Do schools see the use of technology and digital media as important for student learning and development? In the upcoming years, we will use the data we collect both inside and outside of YOUmedia, obtained through a variety of methods such as observations, surveys, and case studies, to shed light on the pathways through which engagement in YOUmedia may be linked to a variety of learning outcomes, and the extent to which similar activities may be occurring in youth’s traditional learning environments – schools.

The cross-institutional partnership that made YOUmedia possible reflects a commitment to harness the affordance of digital media technologies and formats to better support the way youth socialize, learn, and participate in the world. Far more than just an effort to provide youth with access to technology, this endeavor is significant in its attempt to construct a way towards deep and sustained learning that is grounded in informal social interaction with peers and adult mentors. As YOUmedia takes shape beyond its first year, we expect to gain a better understanding about how youth learn and develop in this new kind of space. As digital media technologies become increasingly interwoven into the fabric of the daily lives of youth, the need to understand learning in an environment like YOUmedia becomes increasingly essential.
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14 These spaces and activities were identified in the research of Dr. Mizuko Ito and her collaborators. Ito, Mizuko ,Baumer, Sonja, Bittanti, Matteo, boyd, danah, Cody, Rachel , et al. (2009). Hanging Out, Messing Around, and Geeking Out: Kids Living and Learning with New Media. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
17 Funding for this research was also provided by the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation.
19 The Chicago Transit Authority has student permits for students 12 years old and older. However, these permits are only valid from 5:30 a.m. through 8:00 p.m. on school days.
20 It is our understanding that the library will attempt to install a swipe-in system in the near future, to help document how many teens interact with the YOUmedia space.
21 Based on data from the Chicago Public School, Office of Performance website, retrieved on December 16, 2010 from http://research.cps.k12.il.us/cps/accountweb/Reports/allschools.html
Some researchers have argued that it is through this type of production and interaction with others that learning occurs, as individuals solve production-related problems and receive feedback. Jenkins, 2006 REFERENCE. Also, could reference Ito et al. (2008) and Gee (2004), both of which have this idea, albeit referred to in different ways. This is a salient idea in the literature. Here, it is represented by Jenkins’ concept of participatory cultures. Ito’s (2008) work also contains a variant of this as networked publics. Gee (2004) refers to this as “affinity spaces.”

Through circulation data from CPL, there was some evidence that youth participation in the space was vibrant. During its first year, there was an average of 836 instances per month of checked-out teen books, spoken word CDs, and YOUmedia equipment (such as laptops and cameras), supporting the hypothesis that teens were using the library and its resources in large numbers.
APPENDIX A: Creation of Partnerships

YOUmedia is part of the Digital Media and Learning Initiative launched by the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation. Designed to provide out-of-school opportunities for learning and growth, the creation of YOUmedia involved three elements:

- **Strategic Partnerships.** Partners who worked together to develop the idea into a vision and a design.
- **Trusted Partners.** The collaborative design and financing of the YOUmedia space entailed partnerships between organizations that trusted each other.
- **Commitment to Innovation.** The design process challenged the prevailing ideas of the participating organizations as they endeavored to establish something new.

**Strategic Partners to Create Vision and Design the Space**

With funding from the MacArthur Foundation Digital Media and Learning (DML) Initiative, YOUmedia intentionally combines the resources of the Chicago Public Library (CPL), which is a public institution committed to lifelong learning, and the Digital Youth Network (DYN), a digital media literacy program. Through a complex blend of each organization’s knowledge and practices, YOUmedia provides a range of learning opportunities for youth.

Before a full vision existed, the MacArthur Foundation gauged the interest of the Chicago Public Library regarding the possibility of creating a library space downtown around the use of various forms of media – digital and traditional media. With previous desires for a “teen space” in the library, CPL responded enthusiastically. Thus began the vision for an engaging digital media space for teens in the downtown location of CPL. Once CPL was on board, MacArthur took several strategic steps to guide the development of the remaining partnerships.

*The MacArthur Foundation was flexible around identifying the “right” partners for a new vision, resulting in partnerships that were mutually beneficial as they built on existing research as a framework.*

**YOUmedia Foundation**

MacArthur sifted through potential partners for CPL. After deciding not to pursue other partners, the Foundation invited DYN to join this project because they focused on youth engagement and digital media literacy. At the same time, members of DYN leadership were becoming increasingly interested in other applications of their DYN model, and the YOUmedia concept would allow them to reach a wider audience. The result of these combined interests, along with a serendipitous availability of physical space at the Harold Washington Library Center, was the formation of a partnership that was beneficial to all stakeholders.

*Mutually beneficial partnership*

While libraries possess a vast number of resources to support lifelong learning, digital media learning constitutes a foray into new terrain for CPL. DYN, however, offered a set of solutions for working with youth and digital media that broadened CPL’s vision of what a library could be:

“From the library’s perspective we had not been engaging teens in a real youth centered way. … I don’t think we’re necessarily reaching kids where they live, which is online, you know. So, what we were doing was really quality work, but I think we just weren’t reaching our potential in being relevant to teens. And that’s I think what Digital Youth Network has given
us. They’ve also given us a window and access to technology that we just didn’t have before. Sort of bringing the institution … in a different direction that’s informing our work in other ways. What we want to make available to people what their library experience could become. [It] could be much more about making and doing and participatory and interest-driven learning, and not just necessarily a place where people come and consume information.”

– CPL Leadership

The partnership also offered opportunities for DYN. A principal attraction to YOUmedia was that it provided an opportunity for DYN members to work through a more robust version of their existing model, which was not directly linked to schools.

“It also gave us a challenge to try to continue on and try to innovate on [our] model. … Can we take a similar approach, similar curriculum, similar activities, similar model and say not just do it in after-school space within a school? … That goes back to the original charge of trying to create a framework that can be applicable by others in different contexts to do this type of work.”

– DYN Leadership

Research-based framework
In addition to DYN’s research-based approach to teaching digital media literacy, research by Mizuko Ito and colleagues was also integral to the design of YOUmedia.\textsuperscript{1,2} This research provided a framework to meld the approaches of CPL, which provides an informal setting, with DYN’s more structured learning environment.

“… I know that a lot of other library spaces have teen spaces. One of my concerns was [that] I just didn’t want it to be a place where there was gaming in the form of Wii that would bring teens in for a while, but wouldn’t sustain [participation and engagement]. … But MacArthur also brought to us the wonderful research [of Ito and colleagues] … when we heard that and read about it, we thought that this really fit perfectly with our mission, as well as our idea of what we thought the teen space should be.”

– CPL Leadership

Building on Prior Relationships

\textit{In the creation of the YOUmedia partnership, prior relationships provided a foundation of trust that supported this new endeavor. The belief in their joint vision grew as they saw evidence of that vision taking shape.}

MacArthur senior leadership personnel noted that as they established partnerships, they drew on their existing relationships to move forward with the design and implementation of YOUmedia. For example, a senior leadership member of the MacArthur Foundation and a CPL leadership member \textit{had worked together in city government}.

“They have a long working relationship, and a trusting relationship and I think whenever you start partnering or ask the commissioner of libraries of a large urban district to rethink the future of the library, you do that out of a trusting relationship, you don’t do that out of the blue.”

-MacArthur Leadership
Prior to the opening of YOUmedia Chicago, CPL and DYN engaged in a pilot period during which the organizations worked together on one of CPL’s existing programs, “One Book, One Chicago.” The success of this venture bolstered faith that the partnership would be productive for the organizations as well as for teens. The CPL Commissioner explained that even without the dedicated physical space of YOUmedia, the partners saw teens interacting with books in new ways, which increased their trust of DYN and in the YOUmedia model:

“And so [teens] created, and this was without the physical space that you saw. They created spoken word pieces. They created digital pieces. They created movies. They created a beautiful mural. So, we knew that this was a winner to combine our world with the world of DYN, because we were able to prove it worked even without the physical space, which of course encourages even more collaboration.”

-CPL Leadership

Commitment to Innovation

While MacArthur, CPL, and DYN anchored the collaborative effort around YOUmedia, several other individuals and organizations were critical to its development. The result was a strategic partnership that combined the knowledge of public spaces, teen engagement, and design to create an innovative space.

As this innovative vision began to take shape, all partners involved were willing to depart from existing organizational paradigms and redefine their prior boundaries.

Members of CPL leadership had to examine several unquestioned policies about how patrons interact with the library. One such policy regarding the consumption of food in the library illustrates the careful act of persuasion that took place between CPL and designers, which ultimately resulted in new rules that permitted teens to eat in particular sections of YOUmedia.

“…[A member of CPL] would say, ‘Well there’s no food in the library.’ … One of the designers from Carnegie Mellon would say, ‘Really, there’s no food in the library? … Okay, so let’s just imagine this: … Kids have been in school all day, and they’re going to come straight here. They’re not going home, right? … And then what are they going to do? Do you think they’re going to be hungry?’ And she’d [the member of CPL] … say, ‘Well … yeah, they’re going to be hungry … and well, they’re going to leave.’ Yeah, they’re going to leave! And [then] he’d say, ‘Well, then do you think if they leave the first time they’ll ever come back?’ And she’d say, ‘Well, probably not, unless the space is amazing.’ And then she’d pull out her Blackberry and she’d email [her supervisor]. And she’d say, ‘The kids really need to eat in the space.’”

– MacArthur Leadership

In addition to eating and drinking in the library, partners also re-imagined a number of other permissible activities. These included the volume at which people talked and listened to audio, rules around storing belongings in lockers, and even how to place books and other printed text throughout the space in ways that would maintain an inviting feel for teens.

These negotiations also pushed DYN to reframe their traditional ideas of a digital media space and the role of adults in the space. In DYN’s after-school model, students were not allowed to “hang out” in the space; they were there to participate in a session or class where an adult
worked with them around a set of objectives. In libraries, however, patrons were free to simply hang out.

Accustomed to these more formal expectations of learning and the practices necessary to support those expectations, DYN mentors, along with CPL librarians, were now charged with a different role:

“The mentor’s role now is to get to know kids and understand who they are and to try to connect them and link them to opportunities…. They spend less time teaching formal workshops than they do [working] one-on-one and connecting students to programming that’s done by others.”

– DYN Leadership

---


2 Funding for this research was also provided by the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation.
APPENDIX B: Research Methods

The project goals for this year one implementation study were distinctly qualitative. The creation of YOUmedia involved a partnership between two previously independent organizations with different approaches to youth engagement, and a physical design that simultaneously supported leisure and work-oriented activities in the same open-air space. While the development of YOUmedia was based on research, the program leaders’ theory of action had yet to be articulated and tested. Program leaders had multiple ideas about the potential effect YOUmedia would have on teens, but these goals had not yet congealed into a shared set of expected outcomes. One goal of this implementation study is to understand how, if in any ways, YOUmedia supported learning, and this question drove our data collection in year one.

Observations

Data collection during this first year of studying YOUmedia included observations and interviews collected January 2010 and August 2010. Following initial observations in the fall of 2009, a research team decided to conduct two-hour observations of YOUmedia four to five days a week between 3pm and 8pm. Although YOUmedia opens at 1pm Monday through Friday, we learned through our early observations and conversations with staff that teens typically did not arrive until after the end of school. Teens started to leave around 7pm even though YOUmedia closed at 9pm. Also thanks to these initial observations and interviews, we learned that teen attendance was typically lowest on Fridays and Sundays, so we did not observe on these days.

These observations were conducted by one of three researchers who are trained and experienced qualitative researchers, with backgrounds in sociology and anthropology. These individuals completed the Collaborative Institutional Training Initiative (CITI) course for research involving human subjects and met once a month with other members of the research team to discuss findings and adjust data collection processes.

Researchers observed formal and informal production activities and conducted informal interviews with staff and teens. During workshops and other structured activities, researchers were non-participant observers, documenting events as they unfolded. This documentation involved active note-taking and audio recordings. Researchers became participant observers for unstructured activities. On these occasions, researchers interacted with teens to discover what teens were doing, their motivations, and any successes or challenges they experienced with producing or consuming media. Informal interviews provided information about events we did not observe. These informal interviews also helped inform the formal interviews that we conducted. Over the course of these eight months, we collected over 130 hours of observations on 65 occasions.

Interviews

Teens. We conducted anonymous interviews with 20 youth in the physical YOUmedia space. Interviews sought to collect information related to recruitment, their interest with digital media and libraries, and their participation and production experiences in the space.

Staff. All YOUmedia mentors and librarians were interviewed during the first year, including those who no longer work at YOUmedia. We interviewed a total of 15 staff members, which
reflects members of the security personnel. The interviews asked staff about their background experience and training for working in the space, how they designed formal activities, their practice of working with teens, anticipated and observed outcomes for working with teens, and the individual and organizational challenges from this first year.

**Leadership.** Leadership interviews were conducted towards the end of data collection in Year 1. They included leadership members of the MacArthur Foundation, the Chicago Public Library, and Digital Youth Network. These interviews probed the history, development, and design of YOUmedia along with the goals of participation and reflections on teen outcomes.

These interviews were conducted by the researchers who conducted the observations along with senior research staff with Consortium, all of which are trained and experienced interviewers.

**Coding and Data Analysis**

Coding was conducted on all observation field notes and transcribed interviews.

*Field notes coding.* Observers kept detailed field notes from each visit. They were transcribed, and then coded using Atlas TI. Coding schemes were initially created based on initial observation memos and on the goals articulated by leadership. Three individuals were assigned different coding categories. After every 15 field notes were coded, they produced a summary report and drafted a memo. Monthly meetings were used to review those memos, looking for patterns and themes in how the codes were applied, which lead to further refinement of the coding scheme.

*Interview coding.* A similar process took place around coding the leadership, staff, and teen interviews excluding the creation of periodic summary memos. Codes were established to reflect the questions that were asked in the interview protocol. As with field notes, coders ran reports and identified patterns and themes in the data.
APPENDIX C: Structured Activities at YOUmedia

In its first year, YOUmedia hosted a number of weekly and monthly workshops that offered learning opportunities reflecting teen interests in a range of media. In many workshops, activities blended the use of traditional and digital media resources. Much of this programming extended or built on existing opportunities offered through the cornerstone organizations.

Table C-1. List of Workshops offered between Fall 2009 and Fall 2010.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Workshop</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change Society</td>
<td>&quot;The Change Society is about youth-created media, social networking, and connection (internal and external). By reaching out to the larger community, the Change Society seeks to have community residents, businesses, schools, and libraries working together to organize for improved conditions and opportunities for young people, the causes they wish to support, and the problems they seek to change in society.&quot; (YOUmedia description of project groups website, <a href="http://youmediachicago.org/3-activities/pages/33-project-groups">http://youmediachicago.org/3-activities/pages/33-project-groups</a>, Accessed Tuesday, December 21, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game Changers</td>
<td>&quot;Game Changers is a game design workshop and competition to create a level of Little Big Planet&quot; (YOUmedia online calendar of events, Accessed Monday, April 12, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Symphony</td>
<td>&quot;Explore digital production through live collaboration with artist Sound Conductor: NathanB. Create digital music, build tools, and more to construct unique and amazing sound experiences in public spaces. All you need to do is bring your talent, and your creativity&quot; (YOUmedia May 2010 Calendar of Events).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girl-illa</td>
<td>&quot;Girl-illa media is an opportunity for young women to experience Media Arts and Digital Technology within an active project environment that supports their development as authentic, self-defined women and future leaders in the digital realm. Project focus includes Photography, Creative Writing, Gaming, Design, Film-making, and Community Outreach&quot; (YOUmedia May 2010 Calendar of Events).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iRemix Spoken Word</td>
<td>&quot;Learn how to host, and promote your own podcasts, to be part of the iRemix Radio team @ YOUmedia. Writers, Speakers, Bloggers, Debaters, Musicians, Photographers are all welcome to join in this teen radio project. Get a chance to record live from YOUmedia and get access to record and train at Vocalo Radio Station home at Navy Pier&quot; (YOUmedia May Calendar of Events). Learn the art of reading, writing, critiquing, and performing poetry. Discover poetry as a performance art from the page to the stage. Learn how to use digital tools to produce your work online. Create your own CD, online publication, posters and more. (Updated, October 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library of Games</td>
<td>&quot;Like video games? Join the Library of Games (L.O.G.) video game journalism group. L.O.G. records a podcast every Monday at 3pm and maintains the L.O.G. blog at <a href="http://www.youmediagames.blogspot.com">www.youmediagames.blogspot.com</a>. Bring your love of video games to YOUmedia&quot; (YOUmedia May 2010 Calendar of Events). Library of Games (LoG) is YOUmedia’s very own video game podcast and blog group. If you are gamer (hardcore or casual) come share your love of games with LoG. In the month of September we will be accepting new blog and podcast contributors. On your first visit be ready to talk about your favorite video games and about what games mean to you. For more information about LoG visit <a href="http://www.youmediagames.blogspot.com">www.youmediagames.blogspot.com</a> (Updated, October 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReadMe</td>
<td>&quot;Meet to discuss different texts. For May the group is reading the One Book, One Chicago selection Brooklyn. Previous books include: Hunger Games and Pride of Baghdad (researcher’s description)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketch Book</td>
<td>&quot;Sketch Book is an open Project Pod that will meet every other Monday to explore Illustration as a pathway to Graphic Design and Animation&quot; (YOUmedia online calendar of events, Accessed Monday, April 12, 2010).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Craft</td>
<td>&quot;Space Craft is a workshop for students who are interested in Design beyond the page. By exploring concepts of space and dimension students will develop 3D design projects ranging from abstract themes to scenic design and modeling&quot; (YOUmedia online calendar of events, Accessed Monday, April 12, 2010).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Studio Masters</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> &quot;Learn Pro-Tools, GarageBand, and studio fundamentals essential to artists and producers in the 21st century. Earn your way to YOUmedia Studio Certification&quot; (YOUmedia online calendar of events, Accessed Monday, April 12, 2010).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>YOUmedia Records</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> &quot;YOUmedia Records all day workshop. Learn how to effectively market yourself in the digital age. Also get some production tips from YOUmedia mentors and special invited guests&quot; (YOUmedia May Calendar of Events).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Teen Volume Book Discussion Group at YOUmedia</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> A book discussion group for teens that meets monthly at YOUmedia. In addition to reading teen and young adult fiction, discussions incorporate current media and participants create digital arts projects that reflect on themes in the books they read. (Description of Teen Volume Book Discussion Group from Chicago Public Library’s Event Calendar website, <a href="http://www.chipublib.org/events/details/id/55180/">http://www.chipublib.org/events/details/id/55180/</a>, Accessed December 21, 2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Readers Theater</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> &quot;Reader’s Theater features dramatic readings that, through inflection and gesture, bring the pages of a book to life. Teen volunteers on the Reader’s Theatre Troupe are mentored by professional actors of the Promethean Theatre Ensemble working in partnership with Chicago Public Library staff. Troupe members build acting skills, gain exposure to great books, and earn community service-learning hours by participating in the project.&quot; (YOUmedia description of Teen Volume programming website, <a href="http://youmediachicago.org/3-activities/pages/38-teen-volume">http://youmediachicago.org/3-activities/pages/38-teen-volume</a>, Accessed December 21, 2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>PhotoGenic</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Show off your camera skills or come to learn a few. In PhotoGenic we will not only take great photos, but explore the world through a new pair of eyes and lenses. You will learn basic camera skills, a bit of manipulation, and work in Photoshop. We will also learn the art of capturing the moment, maybe even play around with fashion/artistic portrait photography. Be prepared to get a little dirty! We will create digital portfolios and theme-based projects. Everyone needs a photographer so we will also discuss how to turn your new photo addiction into a way to earn money as young entrepreneurs! We will meet every Tuesday from 3:00-4:30. (October, 2010)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>YouMedia Lit Mag</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>YouLit Magazine is now YOUmedia’s official online teen literary magazine. The magazine will be teen edited and teen contributed. That means all poetry, prose, creative non-fiction, photography, graphics, editing, and more will be completely by, from, and for teens. YouLit Magazine will be published quarterly online. This magazine is for anyone who writes, designs, reads, enjoys all forms of literature, and being part of a production team. (Staff member 10-11-10)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Ones &amp; Twos Advanced</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Ones &amp; Twos&quot; is a beat production Improv workshop that meets from 3:30pm - 5:00pm. This workshop is not just open to producers and songwriters, but also lyricists (rappers, poets, and everyone between). The first 45 minutes will be spent learning necessary skills on different hardware and software. The last 45 minutes will be used to create songs on the fly!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Lyricist Loft (Open Mic for Open Minds)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lyricist Loft is an open mic for high school teen spoken word artists, singers, and emcees to perform their work in a space for and about public expression. Our open mic is hosted by Dimi D and Fatimah from our iRemix Spoken Word program, and features select student and professional performers from across the city. Music is provided by DJ Talent &amp; DJ Such n Such. (October, 2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>On the Money (External Partner)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description:</strong> &quot;Job-seeking and savvy teens in high school (ages 14-older) are invited to gain editorial and financial skills all-in-one through a presentation and monthly program series in which they’ll have fun while gaining experience writing about financial and career development topics with Economic Awareness Council and True Star Magazine. Presented in partnership with Chicago Public Library.&quot; (YOUmedia calendar of events, Accessed Tuesday, December 21, 2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>